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2017/18

ABOUT
MENDAKI CLUB
MENDAKI Club, or MClub, is a community
of Malay/Muslim young professionals and
students who are engaged in general aﬀairs
concerning the community, Singapore and
the world.
We engage in strategic youth development
initiatives and participate actively in
discussions on current developments in the
local and global arena.
We also strive to build bridges within and
beyond the Malay/Muslim community,
to promote mutual understanding and
cooperation. MClub was launched in 2000 by
then-DPM Lee Hsien Loong and constantly
seeks new and interested individuals to be
part of its growing community.
As a registered society aﬃliated to the
Malay/Muslim Self-Help Group Yayasan
MENDAKI, the activities and programmes
of MClub are largely organised and run
by volunteers from a diverse range of
professions and backgrounds.

MCLUB
MISSION
Our mission is to engage young Malay/Muslim Singaporeans
through thought and action, and nurture leaders of tomorrow.
We encourage youths of all backgrounds to:
Aspire
Build excellence in their areas of contribution
Commit to serving the community
Develop positive connections

MCLUB
VISION
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A dynamic and progressive young
generation of Malay/Muslim Singaporeans
with a strong commitment to society and
plugged into the global community.
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PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH

Career + Finance Workshop

APR
2017

Muslim Youth Forum

In the third instalment in a series of Career Plus workshops,
Fahmy Baashim and Fitrie Anggreini from the Financial
Empowerment Project brought together over 20 graduates
and young professionals to discuss on the need for financial
literacy, especially at the start of a young professional’s
career.
Sury Iman and Mahathir Abdullah, the two guest speakers
for the evening, touched on the importance of starting
young for investments and financial planning. Participants
got to play a financial game where mock versions of real-life
financial scenarios required them to deeply consider their
financial decisions and consequences.
Overall, participants found the workshop to be useful and
engaging and many look forward to more of such workshops
in the future.
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PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH

Leadership Incubator (LI) Project

MAR
2017

Singapore Management University

LI Project was a follow-up after LI Core. In LI Core, interested
participants went through a foundation programme of 10
workshops to equip themselves with a better understanding of
issues faced by the Malay/Muslim community, and essential project
development skills.
As a continuation from LI Core, LI Project became a platform for
participants to develop, together with a community organisation,
projects or programmes to address specific social needs or issues.
A total of 5 teams embarked on the 6 month long programme, and
were assigned mentors and project managers to support them
in the process. The teams presented their proposal to a panel in
March, with Parliamentary Secretary (Home Aﬀairs and Health) and
adviser for Mendaki Club’s professional outreach Mr Amrin Amin
chairing the panel.
Team Name:
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OCT
2017

Leadership Incubator v2.0
ERCi Campus

ec t

The Leadership Incubator (LI) is a platform for Malay/
Muslim youths to network, familiarise with the issues
and context of the challenges faced by the community,
and lend a hand in tackling these challenges. LI 2.0 acted
as a follow-up from Socialthon, to allow participants to
further refine their ideas through six workshops. These
workshops equipped participants with skills such as
design thinking, project management, and marketing and
communications. Teams presented their ideas to a panel
that comprised Mdm Rahayu Buang (Yayasan Mendaki,
CEO), Mr Shakir Hashim (Entrepreneur), Mr Jeﬀrey Salleh
(Oracle, Senior Software Development Manager) and
Mr Khairul Anwar (MClub, President). The winning team
(MConnect) walked away with $3,500 cash prize for their
idea on a mobile app to help Malay/Muslims network
and build social capital with one another via events, and
oﬄine and online networking opportunities.
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PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH

JUL
2017

Conversation Series
Building the Future Me: Personal Responses to Complex Futures
Singapore Management University

Inspired by The Birthday Book, a compilation
of 51 essays by passionate Singaporeans as

Key takeaways of the conversation include:

a gift to the nation and her people, Mendaki

• Digital disruption was identified as the one of the game changers of the
future and as such, there’s a pressing need to prepare our community
with the right mindsets and skills to be resilient in facing with the
emerging realities.

Club organised a closed-door conversation to
further discuss the future of Singapore.
Over 30 participants, made up of young
professionals, community activists, religious
teachers, university undergraduates and a
panel of speakers consisting of the Birthday
Book, Ms Saleemah Ismail (PCS Consulting
Firm) Performance Costing System (PCS),
Natalya Towhill (Kideet) and Mr Adrian Kuah
(LKY School of Public Policy) participated in

• The rising gig economy and its impact to our workforce and economy.
Changing work trends among the millennials would require a paradigm
shift in our mindset to recognise the many peaks of excellence.
• The growing diversity and emphasized need to promote inclusivity.
Diversity should be celebrated through mutual understanding and
respect, instead of being the fault lines that may lead to tensions,
conflicts and radicalisation.

the conversation.
Moving forward, Mendaki Club will continue to engage the community of these issues in our upcoming Conversations.
Look out for more conversations on technology, society and the future.
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PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH

JUL
2017

Socialthon
Suntec City Convention Centre

The inaugural Socialthon was launched as a
platform to unite youths and industry experts
to better understand the challenges faced
by the community and design solutions for
them. Over 100 participants attended to tackle
issues such as society and health; technology,
innovation and the future of jobs; the arts and
culture. Complementing the innovative ideas
were ‘human libraries’ of industry experts, which
gave participants deeper insights and context to
the issues presented. In his speech, Dr Yaacob
Ibrahim encouraged participants to deep dive
into the issues faced, and work together with
industry professionals and mentors to make a
greater impact in the community.

OCT
2017

Young Women in Leadership Dialogue (YWILD)
Resilience - Ordinary People Doing Extraordinary Things
Funan Showsuite

YWILD is the brainchild of two volunteers at Mendaki Club,
Ms Nadia Yeo and Ms Erliana Zaid. Spurred by the realisation
that few events at the time were targeted at young women
looking to make an impact in the world, they sought to create
a collaborative platform aimed at realising the goals and
aspirations of women, and her desire for mentorship and
guidance. Many of the women who participated in YWILD
have since gone on to champion causes, and take the reins at
organisations.
This year, YWILD centred on the theme of Resilience - Ordinary
People Doing Extraordinary Things, to examine and celebrate
the extraordinary strength that resides in every woman even
as they go about their everyday lives. The Guest-of-Honour,
Minister in charge of the Ministry of Culture, Community and
Youth Ms Grace Fu was joined by a panel of remarkable women
who each have overcome the odds in diﬀerent facets of their
lives to achieve excellence.
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PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH

We created this platform to empower women and what better way to
do it than through the stories shared by each of our panel speakers.
They are a source of inspiration to all women that challenges,
whatever form they may take, can be overcome.

- Nadia & Erliana

Ms Shereen Williams
Ms Shereen Williams is an honorary Member
of the Order of the British Empire (MBE) for

The panel was moderated by PPIS representative Ms
Fazlinda Faroo, a practitioner and researcher in the
social service sector for women, families, and youths.

her community services in Wales.
Ustazah Liyana Musfirah Anwar
Ustazah Liyana Musfirah Anwar’s work with
women and youths was recently recognised by
the Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth,
and the Islamic Religious Council of Singapore
(MUIS).
Ms Adlina Adil

YWILD was jointly organised by MENDAKI Club (MClub) and
the Singapore Muslim Women’s Association (PPIS), powered
by the National Youth Council Singapore, and supported by
Funan, Ilham, Lembaga Biasiswa Kenangan Maulud, Islamic
Events, The Codette Project, Our Grandfather Story, and the
Band of Doodlers.

Go forth and conquer new heights for yourself
and the community!

Ms Adlina Adil is an actress and founder
of social enterprise Maketh Project, which
teaches students the basic skills of creative
leather crafting.
Ms Yusrina Yaakob
Ms Nur Yusrina Yaakob is the first Singaporean
Malay/Muslim woman to summit Mount
Everest, Nepal.
MENDAKI CLUB 2017/18
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TERTIARY NETWORK

AUG
2017

Graduates’ Tea – Chasing the
Millenial Dream
Suntec City Convention Centre

Graduates’ Tea is an annual casual networking event
for recent university and polytechnic graduates. 40
professionals attended as Table Hosts or Mentors for the
graduates at every table.
The Guest-of- Honour Dr Yaacob Ibrahim graced the event
as a panel speaker, together with other panel speakers
from various industries such as Liyana Sulaiman (Managing
Director, Gimmie.10), Syakir Hashim (COO, Skolafund/
Urbane Academy), and Sharon Ismail (Lecturer, Ngee Ann
Polytechnic). Exploring the theme of ‘Chasing the Millennial
Dreams’, the speakers who represented both millennial
and non-millennial generations, touched on a wide range
of topics from technology to education to entertainment,
bringing about thought-proving and engaging discussions
with the participants.
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TERTIARY NETWORK

Minister spoke to our three most outstanding graduates.

From left to right: Ms Nur Khairah Abdul Rahim, Mr Syakir Hashim,
Minister Yaacob Ibrahim, Ms Sharon Ismail and Ms Liyana Sulaiman

Networking session with professionals.

Dr Yaacob encourage millienials to embrace lifelong learning during Graduate’s Tea 2018 ceremony.
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TERTIARY NETWORK

JUN
2017

Mosque Tech Challenge 2017
Darul Makmur Mosque

The third run of the annual Mosque Tech
Challenge (MTC) hackathon saw 19 youths across
7 teams gathered at Darul Makmur mosque
over a period of 28 hours. This year’s theme of
‘Community Building’ challenged participants to
bring about a more cohesive community through
the implementation of technological solutions
such as web and app development.
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The winning team came up with a public online web
platform that allows both individual volunteers and
volunteer welfare organisations to search, sign up
and list down the various volunteering activities that
enable active participation from both parties.

The first runner up team came up with a novel
solution to solve food wastage, an increasingly
pressing issue in Singapore. Their app allows
anyone to publicise the availability of excess
food which can then be collected for free,
combating food wastage.
For the first time this year, we welcomed
an international team from Indonesia who
developed a matchmaking platform for Muslim
couples to date in an appropriate manner.
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YOUNG MINDS CLUB

MAR
2017

Value-in-Action
M35 Carnival, PPIS Chai Chee Carnival / Mahabodhi School
It was an eventful year for the YMC youths who were actively
engaged in the Values-In-Action Programme. The youths split
themselves into two groups this time.
The first group, calling themselves “Mini-Savers”, worked hard
on coming up with an innovative and fun board game that
allowed primary school students to learn how to manage and
save money eﬀectively. The game simulates scenarios where
each child is given “dollars” to spend and save. The child with
the most “money” at the end of the workshop wins a token. The
team were able to put their board game to the test at the PPIS
Carnival on 19 th March 2017. People of all ages, not just children
tried out the board game and it was an enjoyable experience for
not just the players but the YMC team who were able to interact
with people from all walks of life!
The second group, Project Befrienders, interacted with
beneficiaries of Transient Workers Count Too (TWC2) to find out
the challenges these individuals faced. The team used these
experiences to create a video about what they learnt. The video
was then shared with students from Maha Bodhi Primary School
during a sharing session.
It was indeed a good year for the YMC youths. We hope this
coming year will bring them many more opportunities to
contribute meaningfully to the community as well.
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YOUNG MINDS CLUB

DEC
2017

Overseas Community Involvement Project (OCIP)
Sapa, Vietnam

On the 8th December 2017, YMC members and alumni
took a trip to Sapa in Vietnam, to service the local
school kids. Leaving behind their comfort zone, the trip
lasted 8 days 7 nights and challenged the participants
in more ways than one.
The language barrier proved to be a diﬃcult, and
sometimes amusing, challenge for the participants as
they learned to communicate through gestures and
other means. But seeing the local kids’ enthusiasm in
learning to improve their livelihood, the participants
were enthralled and became even more motivated to
give their best.
Hiking along the ridges of Sapa also tested the
participants’ endurance, but they kept each other
motivated and were rewarded with beautiful sceneries
of padi terraces and mountain ranges. Along the way,
they witnessed the lives of the diﬀerent village tribes.
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YOUNG MINDS CLUB

One of the biggest challenges was the long trek on our
last day in Sapa. Nonetheless, it enabled us to bond
closer together as a group through providing physical and
emotional support for each other.

- Adli, Raf les Institution

The language barrier posed a huge challenge for me.
Thankfully as time progressed, our communication
improved. This experience taught me the importance
of thinking critically and working hard towards
establishing eﬀective communication.

- Mariana, Zhonghua Secondary School

MENDAKI CLUB 2017/18
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YOUNG MINDS CLUB

Returning from the trip, the expedition
opened my eyes to many more issues
like the impacts of environmental
footprint and about dealing with cultural
diﬀerences and sensitivities.

- Sara Aysha, Nanyang
Technological University
Undergraduate

A short caption for this article photo: Borum et eatione moleniscid modiat mi,
aut pro que atiamRorum velest quodisti as es et res amusciet aut facesed quam,
erorunt omnimus sunt aut receate reperum voloria estinve
16
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YOUNG MINDS CLUB

SEP
2017

YMC Initiation 2017
MDIS Campus

YMC’s annual flagship event took on the theme Superheroes this year.
Secondary 1 students and their parents were introduced to YMC’s core objectives and array of holistic programs. After
a series of introductory presentations, the lecture hall went dark and a video transmission was sent, revealing that
our leader Mr YMC, was captured by his rival Mr Hackerman. The dramatic yet comical video, signaled the start of a
series of hero-themed games the secondary 1 students had to play to set Mr YMC free. This was an opportunity for the
secondary 1 students to get to know each other and immerse themselves into the motto of the event ‘unleash the hero
in you’, which truly resonates with YMC’s key objective of our member’s self-development.
While the secondary 1 students were immersed
in their games, their parents had the pleasure of
attending informative lectures covering two very
crucial topics: “Helicopter Parenting” and “Managing
Your Child’s Expectations”. The lectures were
delivered by our honoured guest speakers: Mdm
Sharifah Masturah, a recipient of the National Day
Awards for her outstanding contribution in teaching;
and Jim Lim, Founding Director of the Real Academy,
a student training academy.
The event ended with not only an overwhelmingly
positive comments from our participants, but also
as an enriching experience for our current YMC
members and alumni, who had the opportunity
to learn and grow through their involvement in
organising such a large scale event.
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MEMBERSHIPS

JUL
2017

EID Gathering
Red Velvet Ballroom in Village Hotel

This year’s Eid Gathering at the Red Velvet Ballroom in Village
Hotel was especially significant as on top of the usual members
from all pillars of MClub, we also had the boys from the Moral
Welfare Home gracing the event with us.
The event was an opportunity for us to show our appreciation
to outstanding volunteers for their commitment and dedication
to the Club. Mr Danial Hakim and Mr Muzhaﬀar Omar from
the legal chapter, Mr Fahmy Baashim and Ms Fitrie Anggreini
from the Leadership Incubator and Graduates’ Tea, and Ms Nur
Atiqah and Ms Anisa Abdullah from the Young Minds’ Club were
selected for their valuable contributions to the club.
The night was also enlivened by MyPart (Malay Youth Performing
Arts Group), a non-profit organisation which aims to attract
youths through music and the arts and to keep them away from
negative influences. Led by the inspiring Mr Moliano, the group
kept spirits high with their renditions of classical raya songs.
The event ended with a strengthening of ties between members
and new relationships forged between friends.
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FEATURED
SUBCOMMITTEE

Masayu Nailah
Masagos Zulki li
MClub’s a great platform for
like-minded youths to collaborate
on initiatives at a national level.
I’ve had the opportunity to work

Fitrie Anggreini
Muhtadi
MENDAKI Club – a place
to work and play! Work in
se
servicing the community with
passion, Play in connecting

with talented individuals from

with people & creating

various professions, many of

beautiful friendships.

which I probably wouldn’t have
encountered within my own work
circle. I’ve gained valuable lessons
and friends from the whole
experience.

Fahmy Baashim
Abdul Rahim
Volunteering is a
breeze with the

Anisa Abdullah

amazing support! Self

The desire to give back to the

motivated individuals

less privileged was nurtured
during my YMC days so it
only made perfect sense to

coming together
as a family make
everything fun!

come back as a subcommittee
member of YMC. Kindness
begets kindness, and I want my
YMC kids to live that out in their
everyday lives.
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EXCO
MEMBERS

President
Pr

Khairul Anwar
K
Vice President
Vic

N
Nadia
Yeo
Sh
Shahirah Abdullah
From left to right
Fro

Treasurers
ers

Abdul Hakim Hamid
id
kir
Huzaifa Shabbir Shakir
From left to right
ight

Secretariess

Ridhwan Mohd Basorr
d
Erliana Mohammed Zaid
From left to right
ht
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EXCO
MEMBERS

MClub Sect

Syed Salleh Alsagoff
Nurdinni Julaimi
Lina Khairiyah Kamal
From left to right

ExCo Members

Muhd Hilmi Abu Bakar
Umar Masagos
Siti Suhaiah Abdul Wahab
Syed Arafat Hussain
From left to right
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CALLING FOR VOLUNTEERS
GET IN TOUCH WITH US

BE PART OF MCLUB
and give back to the community through our various
programmes and volunteering opportunities!
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CALLING FOR VOLUNTEERS
GET IN TOUCH WITH US
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
OUR VOLUNTEERS
YOUNG MINDS CLUB

Subcommittee
• Anisah Bte Abdullah
• Indah Putri Andayani
• Khairil Iman Bin Sianipar
• Siti Nur Atiqah Bte Azmi
• Haziq Putra Bin Mohd Razif
• Anuar Bin Latif
Overseas Community Involvement
Projects Junior Facilitators
• Sara Aysha Bte Omar
• Shaiful Aslam
• Syabil Bin Amasha
• Syahmi Hakimi Bin Saidi
• Mohd Danial Bin Mohd Fahmie
• Nur Aisyah Lyana Bte Md Satria
YMC Initiation Speakers
• Jim Lim
• Sharifah Masturah Yokoyama

TERTIARY NETWORK

Graduates’ Tea Subcommittee
• Ahmad Masran Bin Hassan
• Eman Lim
• Fahmy Baashim Bin Abd Rahim
• Fitrie Anggreini Bte Muhtadi
• Hamizah Bte Md Noor
• Khairil Iman Bin Sianipar
• Khairul Anwar Bin Rahim
• Mohd Ridhwan Bin Lazim
• Nur Afiqah Fitriah
• Nur Syafirah Bte Juraimi
• Siti Mariam Bte Johari
• Sufi Bin Sayuti
• Su Elina Bte Subandrio
• Usy Aliya Rusyda Bte Nur Adly
• Wahida Bte Md Taldiri
Graduates’ Tea Runner
• Aslam Shah
• Clarence Lim
• Clarissa Chang
• Izyan Nadzirah Bte Nordin
• Nur Afiqah Bte Johan
• Nur Amira Bte Idris
• Nur Anizah
• Nur Syahindah Bte Johari
• Nurisa Bte Adanan
• Nurul Syakirah Bte Ishak
• Rashid Sadiq Bin Saifuddin
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• Rosnani Bte Hj Anwar
• Sabah Bte Ali Alkhatib
• Siti Latifah
• Sulaimie Bin Sulaiman Sujai
• Zul Ibrahim Bin Mustafa
Graduates’ Tea Speakers &
Moderator
• Liyana Sulaiman
• Nur Khairah Bte Abd Rahim
• Sharon Ismail
• Syakir Hashim
Graduates’ Tea Table Host
• Ahmad Nizam Abbas
• Ais Sarah
• Atikah Amalina
• Diana Anne Rahman
• Dr Elmie Nekmat
• Dr Mohammad Hannan Hassan
• Farah Nadia Jamalludin
• Fazlur Rahman
• Hafizah Ghazali
• Harasha Bafana
• Hazrul Jamari
• Hyder Albar
• Izza Atiqa
• Jeﬀrey Salleh
• Joycelyn Chue
• Lina Soho
• Masnidah Manawi
• Melvin Goh (Mikhail)
• Mohksin Mohd Rashid
• Muhammad Ashraf
• Muhammad Suﬃan Zainuddin
• Muhd Fauzy
• Mumtazah Mustaﬀa
• Nadia A. Samdin
• Nur Amalina Abdul Gani
• Nurliyana Daros
• Nurul Jihadah Hussain
• Rahman Ahmad
• Roslinah Rajab
• Sarah Bagharib
• Sudirman Othman
• Ustaz Mizi Wahid
• Ustaz Asyraf Anwar
• Zarina Yusof
• Zaza Majid

PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH

Career Plus Series Subcommittee
• Fahmy Baashim Bin Abd Rahim
• Fitrie Anggreini Bte Muhtadi
• Mohd Ridhwan Bin Lazim
• Su Elina Bte Subandrio
Socialthon Contributors
• Dr Azhar Ibrahim Alwee
• Jeﬀrey Wandly
• Khairu Rejal
• Mohamed Salleh Marican
• Roslinah Rajab
YWILD Speakers & Moderator
• Adlina Adli
• Fazlinda Faroo
• Shereen Williams
• Ustazah Liyana Musfirah Anwar
• Yusrina Ya’acob

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
OUR PARTNERS
Young Minds Club (YMC) Partners
• Innotrek Pte Ltd
• Maha Bodhi School
• Persatuan Pemudi Islam Singapura
(PPIS)
• Transient Workers Count Too
(TWC2)
• Raydeetowin Pte Ltd
Mosque Tech Challenge Partners
• Darul Makmur Mosque
• Islamic Events SG
Socialthon Partners
• Ground-Up Initiative (GUI)
• Malay Heritage Centre (MHC)
• Muslim Healthcare Professionals
Association (MHPA)
• Reactor Pte Ltd
• Tinker Tanker
• VersaFleet
• Yayasan MENDAKI
Young Women in Leadership
Dialogue (YWILD) Partners
• Funan the Showsuite
• Persatuan Pemudi Islam Singapura
(PPIS)
• National Youth Council (NYC)
• The Codette Project (TCP)
• Band of Doodlers
• Lembaga Biasiswa Kenangan
Maulud (LBKM)
• Maketh Project
• Ilham Singapore
• Islamic Events SG
• Raﬄes Girls’ School
• Madrasah Aljunied Al-Islamiah
• Madrasah Al-Ma’arif Al-Islamiah

CONNECT WITH US
MENDAKI CLUB 2017/18
+65 6245 5717
+65 6245 5818
mendakiclub.org.sg

Mendaki Club

mclubsg

Mendaki Club

Mendaki Club

Mendaki Club Group

Mendaki Club app
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51 KEE SUN AVENUE SINGAPORE 457056
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